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Delve is an initiative to build a global platform for artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) data. Its vision is 
a world in which ASM is recognized as an important contributor to global development.  
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Definitions & Acronyms 

AEA  Autorisation d’Exploitation Artisanale (Artisanal Mining Authorization) 

ASM  Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining  

ASGM  Artisanal and Small-Scale Gold Mining  

BECDOR Bureau d’Évaluation et du Contrôle de Diamant et Or (Diamond and Gold Valuation Office) 

CAR  Central African Republic 

CEMAC Central African Economic and Monetary Community 

DDRSC Direction des données, de la Régulation et du Suivi de la Commercialisation (Government 
Directorate in charge of Mining data and Trade monitoring) 

DGMG  Direction Générale des Mines et de la Géologie (General Mining Directorate) 

DRC  Democratic Republic of Congo 

GNI  Gross National Income 

GoCAR Government of the Central African Republic 

KP  Kimberley Process 

KPCS  Kimberley Process Certification Scheme 

LSM  Large-Scale Mining  

MINUSCA United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Central African 
Republic 

MMG  Ministère des Mines et de la Géologie (Ministry of Mines and Geology) 

PEASM Permis d’Exploitation Artisanale Semi-Mécanisée (Semi-mechanized Mining Permit) 

SEMICA Salon International des Mines, des Carrieres et du Pétrole (International Exhibition of 
Mines, Quarries and Oil) 

SPPK Secrétariat Permanent du Processus de Kimberley (Kimberley Process Permanent 
Secretariat) 

UNCMCA Union Nationale des Coopératives Minières de Centrafrique (National Mining Cooperative 
Union) 

USAF  Unité Spéciale Anti-raude (Anti-fraud special unit–mining police) 

USAID  United States Agency for International Development 

USGS  United States Geological Survey 

ZEA  Zone d’Exploitation Artisanale (Artisanal Mining Zone) 
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Country Profile Snapshot:  Central African Republic  

MATERIALS MINED BY ASM 
(listed from largest number of miners to smallest per 
respective mineral) 

 
Laws and policy 

2009 Mining Code (under revision as of 2021) 

2009 Mining Regulation  

2012 National Mining Policy (being updated as of 
2021) 

Diamonds  

Gold  

Construction material (sand) 

Government institutions 

Ministry of Mines and Geology (MMG) 

Mining Administration (DGMG), including its 
Regional Mining Divisions (DR) 

Diamonds and Gold Valuation Office (BECDOR) 

Kimberley Process Permanent Secretariat (SPPK) 

Mining Police (USAF) 
MINERAL GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 

Government priorities 

Strengthen the operational capacity of the Ministry of 
Mines, improve ASM techniques and develop 
geological research and industrial mining. The aim is 
to improve the country’s balance of payments, 
increase tax revenue, develop infrastructure and 
promote local value-addition.  

Formalize the artisanal gold mining sector, involve 
artisanal miners and cooperatives in fighting fraud and 
improving environmental management and diversify 
miners’ economic activities. More recently, a 2020 
national action plan for strengthening the diamond 
supply chain calls on strengthening mining 
cooperatives. The national union of cooperatives 
(UNCMCA) underwent a leadership change in 2020. 
GoCAR also organized an investor conference 
(SEMICA) in 2020 aimed at attracting mining 
investment.  

Revitalize state-owned enterprise COMIGEM with new 
capital and a role in buying production to shore up 
falling tax revenues.  

Prioritize the complete lifting of UN and Kimberley 
Process restrictions on the diamond trade put in place 
starting in 2013. 

ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT DATAi 

2019 Population 

Total: 4,745,185 

Labor force: 1,914,794  

Women: 45.7% 

Men: 54.3% 

2019 Classification (GNI per capita) 

Low income: 

GNI per capita, atlas method (current USD): 520 

GNI per capita (constant 2010 USD): 386.36 

http://www.droit-afrique.com/images/textes/RCA/RCA%20-%20Code%20minier%202009.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/docs/SERIAL/88130/100672/F763731735/CAF-88130.pdf
https://www.mines.gouv.cf/
https://www.mines.gouv.cf/
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2019 Gross Domestic Product 
 LSM: While CAR has issued dozens of permits to 

mining companies, there is currently no industrial 
mining in CAR. Axmin/Aurafrique was at advanced 
stages of exploration at the Ndassima site near 
Bambari when the 2013 crisis began. In 2020, the 
permit was rescinded from the Canadian junior and 
reattributed to a company called Midas Resources 
which reportedly has ties to Russian interests (RFI 
2020).  Uramin/Areva also ceased its activities in 
early 2013 (Matthysen and Clarkson 2013). While 
there have been a few new exploration permits 
issued since then, there is little evidence of major 
investments by publicly listed international 
companies. In February 2020 the government 
organized the SEMICA fair aimed at attracting 
investment. However, for the moment the sector 
appears to be dominated by ASM with a smattering 
of semi-industrial companies registered either as 
companies or mining cooperatives and generally 
issued semi-mechanized artisanal mining permits 
(PEASM).  

USD 2.22 Billion 

2012 Poverty headcount ratio (2011 purchasing 
power parity) 

Population on/below poverty line: 62.0%  

Population living on < USD 1.90 per day: 65.9% 

Population living on < USD 5.50 per day: 92.7% 

LIVELIHOODS 

Gender participation in ASM 

Women’s direct participation in ASM varies by 
mineral and region. A 2018 UNICEF-UNDP study 
found that 17% of miners in the East are women 
compared to only 3% in the West (Pennes, Moloto, 
and Betabelet 2018). A 2019 IPIS study funded by 
USAID estimated a higher overall number of 28% of 
ASM miners being women, though did not 
disaggregate by mineral (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 
18). The USAID Artisanal Mining and Property Rights 
(AMPR) project, which focuses on diamond mines in 
Southwestern CAR, found that only 5% of 
claimholders (chefs de chantier) are women. These 
figures can mask the full role that women place in 
ASM in CAR, especially in the burgeoning gold 
sector. The IPIS 2019 study found, for example, that 
women were present on 82% of visited sites.  

 

 

 

 

 

Employment 

ASM: In previous years, the CAR government has 
estimated that 10% of its population, or around 
400,000 people, were ASM miners (World Bank 
2008, 27). Others were more conservative, citing 
figures between 50,000 and 100,000 people (Chirico 
et al. 2010). Recent field studies have estimated 
figures between those extremes. A 2018 study funded 
by UNDP and UNICEF estimated 35,000 chefs de 
chantiers, or claim-holders, and 272,000 workers 
(Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018). A 2019 study 
by IPIS funded by USAID estimated conservatively 
between 150,000 and 200,000 miners (Jaillon and  
de Brier 2019, 16). While claiming that 10% of CAR’s 
population is a miner may be an exaggeration, it could 
be accurate if one counts miner dependents and 
mining-related peripheral activities. However, direct 
employment created by CAR’s ASM sector is likely 
between 150,000 and 300,000 people, based on the 
latest research available.  

Economic and development data (continued) 

https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20200809-centrafrique-mine-or-ndassima-pemis-retires-societe-axmin-bambari
https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20200809-centrafrique-mine-or-ndassima-pemis-retires-societe-axmin-bambari
https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20200809-centrafrique-mine-or-ndassima-pemis-retires-societe-axmin-bambari
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/lor-et-les-diamants-de-la-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/lor-et-les-diamants-de-la-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
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General Mining Context 

The Central African Republic (CAR) has a significant and underdeveloped minerals sector 
dominated by artisanal and small-scale mining. Of the country’s 16 provinces, 10 produce 
diamonds and 14 produce gold. CAR’s alluvial diamonds have been mined for nearly a 
century but only a third of estimated reserves are depleted, with 39 million carats remaining 
(Chirico et al. 2010, 19). While the most recent geological surveys date to the 1950s, several 
greenstone belts and numerous alluvial gold deposits of gold are known, and since 2013 
ASM gold has been booming, with an estimated 2 to 5 tons produced annually (Pennes, 
Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 34; Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 47). The country also has 
significant deposits of uranium, with nearly 5,000 tons of reserves at its most well-known 
site (Bangoto et al. 2018, 77), in addition to geological indices for iron, manganese, 
limestone, coltan, and other minerals. 

Gold was discovered in 1912 and diamonds in 1914 in what was the Oubangui-Chari territory of the 
Federation of French Equatorial Africa (World Bank 2008). The colonial Compagnie Équatoriale des Mines 
conducted the first systematic research in the late 1920s and early 1930s, with the first gold mine starting 
in 1929. Until the Second World War a handful of companies controlled a modest production of gold and 
diamonds, peaking at 907 kg in 1934 (World Bank 2008, 6).  Actors included the Société minière de 
Kouilou, the Société minière de Moboma (whose site is still mined today by artisanal miners) and the 
Société africaine des mines which gave the name to northern mining town of Sam-Ouandja (GoCAR 2012). 
Research of the country’s uranium reserves began in 1947 (Bangoto et al. 2018). 

Prior to independence, medium-scale mechanized mining dominated, but following independence in 1960, 
a boom in artisanal mining took root. The 1961 mining code gave priority to Central African nationals and 
created the regulatory framework for today’s supply chain with the establishment of the first buying house 
authorized to purchase and export minerals from artisanal miners (GoCAR 2012, World Bank 2008 ). By 
the end of the 1960s, diamond production had increased five-fold thanks to artisanal miners, peaking at 
635,935 carats in 1968 (GoCAR 2020, 13;  Chirico et al. 2010, 8).   

Between 1929 and 1995, 14.8 tons of gold and 15.7 million carats of diamonds were mined (World Bank 
2008, 6). On average, 400,000 carats were exported annually between 1961 and 2011 (GoCAR 2020, 13), 
though the production capacity was over twice that at 840,000 carats per year (Chirico et al. 2010, 19). 
Indeed, while a handful of buying houses managed to keep most diamond production in the legal chain of 
custody, smuggling has always coexisted with the legal trade (World Bank 2008).   

The supply chain’s structure took further shape in the early 1980s with the creation of the Bureau 
d’Evaluation et de Contrôle de Diamant et d’Or (BECDOR) in 1982 and new regulations adopted in 1983 
and 1984 to replace a 1979 decree that nationalized diamond exports and raised taxes. The brief 
nationalization was the initiative of Jean-Bedel Bokassa, in power from 1966 first as president and then as 
self-declared emperor. After his ouster in a coup, several months after adopting the 1979 ordonnance 
impériale nationalizing diamond exports, President Dacko was restored to power. The new mining decrees 
were subsequently converted to the 1986 mining code. Though the code was still viewed as unattractive 
to foreign investment, it did set up the chain of custody known today—notably the bordereaux d’achat 
paperwork documenting each sale—and was in some ways a precursor to traceability schemes such as 
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS). 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
http://www.davidpublisher.org/index.php/Home/Article/index?id=35528.html
http://www.davidpublisher.org/index.php/Home/Article/index?id=35528.html
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://doi.org/10.17265/2328-2193/2018.02.003
https://doi.org/10.17265/2328-2193/2018.02.003
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
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The early 2000s were an important period in the mining sector in CAR, first with the creation of the KPCS 
in 2003, with CAR as a founding member. In the same year the new government led by François Bozize, 
who took power in a coup, organized an evaluation of the sector called the états généraux: Developing 
ASM was identified as a key priority, as well as attracting industrial mining, and this evaluation led to the 
adoption of a new mining code in 2004, revised in 2009. Bozize sought to assert control over the diamond 
supply chain through revoking a number of buying house licenses in 2008, which combined with a 
depressed international market at the time, led to a decline in production and exports (DeJong 2012, 
International Crisis Group 2010). Despite these issues, the early 2000s saw two industrial mining 
exploration investments for the first time: Axmin/Aurafrique for gold and Uramin/Areva for uranium. In 
addition, mining continued to play a key role in the national economy, representing 40% of export earnings 
in 2004 and 2005 (World Bank 2008).  

However, evidence also grew of armed groups in the east and north funding their activities from illegal 
involvement in the mining and minerals trade (International Crisis Group 2010). A coalition of these groups 
banded together in 2012 to form the Seleka rebellion, who advanced on Bangui at the end of the year and 
took power in March 2013. The fall of Bozize to Seleka was a watershed moment in the country despite a 
history of prior coups d’états. Widespread violence by Seleka during its brief year-long reign led to counter-
violence by self-defense groups called anti-balaka. When Seleka left power in January 2014, a wave 
attacks against Muslims occurred in many parts of the country, as Muslims were perceived as having been 
spared—or been complicit in—Seleka’s abuses (IPIS 2018).  

The effects on the mining sector were felt immediately. The Kimberley Process suspended CAR in May 
2013 leading to a de facto embargo on CAR’s diamonds. All industrial exploration also stopped. Meanwhile 
diamond traders, who are majority Muslim, fled to neighboring Cameroon during the post-Seleka 
communal violence, setting the stage for increased smuggling even after many returned to CAR in 
subsequent years (DeJong et al. 2019). Moreover, the conflict accelerated a boom in the gold sector, with 
many diamond laborers and traders moving into ASM gold, which had rising prices and no international 
restrictions (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018). Indeed, in 2019 tax revenues from ASM gold surpassed 
ASM diamonds for the first time (GoCAR 2020). Despite the Kimberley Process allowing a partial 
resumption of exports from “green zones” in southwestern CAR in 2016, official exports represent a small 
fraction of pre-crisis levels. In addition, an ever-changing landscape of armed groups became increasingly 
entrenched in various criminal activities, including many linked to minerals (United Nations 2020). 

Indeed, the situation in CAR’s mining sector today is uncertain. On the one hand, there are unprecedented 
levels of smuggling and worrying links between ASM trade, corruption, organized crime and even terrorist 
financing (Dukhan 2020). In addition, new actors in the semi-industrial space, especially Chinese and 
Russian, are creating new geopolitical dynamics and conflicts with local populations over environmental 
damage, such as those in Bozoum (Amnesty International 2020, Dukhan 2020). Upcoming presidential 
elections and jockeying by armed groups, who remain active despite a peace agreement signed in 2019 
with 14 of them, augments the risks of instability.  

Meanwhile CAR is also engaged in the most substantive reform efforts since the early 2000s, including 
reorganizing the national cooperative union, reviewing the mining code and adopting new regulations to 
strengthen the diamond chain of custody. In addition, a robust international presence including the UN 
peacekeeping mission, MINUSCA, gives hope that additional waves of violence can be averted. 
Regardless, the coming years will be critical for charting the course of the country’s ASM sector and the 
tens of thousands of people who depend on it. 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/environmental-rehabilitation-and-artisanal-diamond-mining-a-case-study-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/dangerous-little-stones-diamonds-in-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/dangerous-little-stones-diamonds-in-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/dangerous-little-stones-diamonds-in-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/central-african-republic-a-conflict-mapping
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/central-african-republic-a-conflict-mapping
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/uploads/resources/UNICEF-UNDP-CAR-mining-report_final.pdf
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/S/2020/662
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/StateofPrey-TheSentry-Oct2020.pdf
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/StateofPrey-TheSentry-Oct2020.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR1920312020ENGLISH.PDF
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/StateofPrey-TheSentry-Oct2020.pdf
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Timeline 
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ASM Context and Livelihoods 

ASM directly employs between 150,000 and 300,000 Central Africans, with up to five times 
more people indirectly reliant on mining earnings (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 9; 
Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 16). Many communities have been mining for generations, and 
have offset  shocks like the 2008 financial crisis—which led to a drop in diamond prices—
through agriculture as a second source of income (DeJong 2012). However, a lack of 
diversification remains a problem, which reduces resilience to these shocks. Overall, 52% 
of mining workers earn less than $1.25 per day, compared to 62% of the general population 
(Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 10). Smuggling, unfair practices by intermediate 
buyers and lack of alternatives often lead miners to earn much less than they could. CAR 
has been spared of some of the worst issues often seen in ASM: systematic violence 
against miners, gender-based violence, mercury pollution and widespread child labor are 
less pronounced than elsewhere. However, there are worrying trends that some of these 
challenges may be increasing as CAR undergoes an ASM gold boom and endures the 
consequences of the 2013 Seleka rebellion. 

EMPLOYMENT 

A World Bank report states that there were approximately 80,000 artisanal miners in 2008, with an 
estimated 300,000 to 400,000 people involved in ASM activities (World Bank 2008, 27). Recent field 
studies have estimated lower figures. A 2018 study funded by UNDP and UNICEF estimated 35,000 chefs 
de chantiers, or claim-holders, and 272,000 workers (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 9). In 2019, a 
study by IPIS funded by USAID estimated conservatively between 150,000 and 200,000 miners (Jaillon 
and de Brier 2019, 16). Based on these studies, direct employment created by CAR’s ASM sector is likely 
between 150,000 and 300,000 people, or around 5% of the total population. This figure does not capture 
the full picture, however, as mining occurs in 14 out of 16 provinces in the country, and where it does occur 
is usually the most important source of income for a majority of households—three quarters of households 
in southwestern CAR—and injecting between $55 and $80 million into the rural economy each year 
(Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018).  

Mining and agriculture are inter-linked in this rural economy; agriculture’s importance rises when mining 
revenue declines and vice versa. For example, a 2019 USAID study of diamond miners found that 57% of 
surveyed miners said that mining was their main source of income, whereas 39% said they earned more 
from agriculture, in a period marked by a decline in the diamond sector (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 18). 
Indeed, ASM in CAR exemplifies the interlinked relationship between mining and agriculture in the broader 
context of rural livelihoods as documented in academic literature, such as Banchirigah and Hilson (2010). 

Earnings by miners are difficult to estimate as they depend on mineral, market and luck. A USAID survey 
of diamond chefs de chantier, or claim-holders, found that reported earnings were around $10 per day in 
2018 and $5.50 in 2019 (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 24), showing annual variation but also the relatively 
high earnings compared to workers. Indeed, a 2019 IPIS study found that some diamond laborers earn 
less than $1 per day, and that on average, laborers of both gold and diamonds estimated the average daily 
earnings at $2.14 per dayii (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 49). 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/environmental-rehabilitation-and-artisanal-diamond-mining-a-case-study-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/environmental-rehabilitation-and-artisanal-diamond-mining-a-case-study-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
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However, these daily earnings of laborers often do not take into account pre-financing provided by 
intermediate buyers. This pre-financing is an essential form of income for those miners who are paid as a 
share of production. A 2019 USAID study found that two-thirds of diamond laborers received on average 
$2 per day for food, plus health coverage and tools, from their financial backers (Ndongo and DeJong 
2019, 4). This is twice their reported earnings from their share of sales proceeds. In part for this reason, 
many laborers are preferring to work as day laborers (katamans) where they are paid nothing from mineral 
finds and only for their labor contributing to excavating or washing. A recent survey of diamond miners 
found that over half employed such day laborers (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 6).  

One reason some miners prefer day wages, instead of a share of winnings, is the patronage finance 
system. Despite the downturn in the diamond sector, over 70% of miners surveyed in 2019 by USAID said 
they have an assureur or backer to which they are obliged to sell their stones. While this system provides 
a vital form of capital and social security for diggers, it also can lead to abusive pricing practices. Backlash 
against Muslim buyers after the 2013 crisis was partially due to resentment against these practices. This 
inequality is born out in the data: in 2019 a non-financed miner reported double the earnings of a financed 
miner, and also reported receiving prices that were 30% to 50% higher than financed miners (Ndongo and 
DeJong 2019, 33). Still, financing is essential especially in the diamond sector where findings are less 
consistent and predictable compared to gold. 

There is a growing disparity between gold and diamond earnings, with gold earnings demonstrably higher 
despite a persistent myth even among gold miners that diamonds are more profitable (Pennes, Moloto, 
and Betabelet 2018). This may be due to the fact that diamond mining remains unpredictable, and an 
individual miner can hit the jackpot in a more dramatic fashion than a gold miner. These outliers mask the 
fact that gold miners are earning more overall. The 2019 IPIS study estimated that while on average gold 
and diamond miners earn the same each week, median earnings of gold miners including subsidies from 
pre-financing are 25% higher than diamond miner earnings (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 53). 

Miners’ revenues are almost entirely spent on their daily necessities and their families need such as 
purchasing food and drinks, paying for the education of children, purchasing of drugs, information, tools 
and clothes. They rarely have an opportunity to save money or reinvest in order to increase productivity. 
(International Crisis Group 2010; Chupezi, Ingram and Schure 2009).  
 
Finally, households and communities who depend on mining income are vulnerable to external shocks. 
During the 2008 financial crisis, for example, the reduction in the number of buying offices, and 
consequently the number of collectors, who depend on pre-financing from buying offices, had 
considerable humanitarian consequences for local mining communities. As a consequence, many miners 
had lost their jobs and had been forced to significantly reduce their household budgets (Matthysen and 
Clarkson 2013). 

GENDER PARTICIPATION  

Women’s direct participation in ASM varies by mineral and region. The 2018 UNICEF-UNDP study found 
that 17% of mine workers in the East are women compared to only 3% in the West (Pennes, Moloto, and 
Betabelet 2018, 93). This may be due to the predominance of diamond miners in the West, where women’s 
direct participation is less prevalent. The study also found that only 5% of chefs de chantier are women, 
mirroring the USAID Artisanal Mining and Property Rights (AMPR) study from 2019 which arrived at the 
same figure for diamond miners in the southwest (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 17). A USAID gender 
diagnostic found that many of these chefs de chantier are women who inherited sites from a male family 
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member, and often delegate day-to-day management to a man (Jiekak 2019), underscoring how women’s 
unequal access to land often translates into unequal access to mineral rights.  

The 2019 IPIS study funded by USAID found a higher number for women’s participation,  28%, (Jaillon and 
de Brier 2019, 18) though the study did not disaggregate by mineral and the focus on gold sites could have 
led to a higher number overall. Indeed, women’s participation in the gold labor pool is much higher than 
in diamonds. The same study found, for example, that women were present on 83% of visited sites, the 
majority of which were gold. The main role of women was washing and transporting gravel. The study also 
found that 77% of sites have peripheral activities like selling food which are dominated by women. In 
addition, 20% of sites reported having women sex workers, and 3% reported cases of gender-based 
violence (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 21 & 33).  

As in other ASM producing countries, women’s participation in gold is not only more tolerated than in 
diamonds but is vital as women are considered more skilled in certain key tasks like panning. Gold mining 
is also more accessible as it can be more easily balanced with household duties and earnings are more 
consistent. In addition, women miners in CAR often play key roles building local economic linkages as they 
are twice as likely as men to reinvest their earnings in small businesses (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 
2018). Women may also be using earnings from small businesses to invest in mining, which could explain 
their presence as gold buyers and financiers. Indeed, the IPIS study found that 42% of mine sites had at 
least one woman buyer (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 21). 

Efforts to organize and empower women miners are new in CAR. Donor-supported programs are focusing 
on women’s livelihood diversification but also supporting women-majority mining cooperatives. The 
Association des Femmes du Secteur Minier en Centrafrique was created in 2018 and has a number of 
activities aimed at supporting women in mining (Jiekak 2019). 

LABOR, SAFETY AND WORKING CONDITIONS 

The organization of miners in CAR is similar to other ASM producers. In the diamond sector, the term chef 
de chantier generally designates the artisanal miner, i.e., the person who has obtained the customary or 
legal mineral rights to a particular site. For smaller sites, the chef de chantier is usually the customary 
landowner; USAID AMPR’s survey of chefs de chantiers in the southwest found that 91% reported being 
the landowner (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 18). Labor is either pre-financed and remunerated in shares of 
the winnings (ouvriers miniers) or is independent and paid daily or task-based wages (katamans). In the 
USAID AMPR survey, the average chef de chantier had 6 ouvriers miniers and 3 katamans. However, 
katamans is a relatively new phenomenon and only 44% of miners use them (Ndongo and DeJong 2019, 
20).  

Because gold sites tend to be larger, the organization is often different, with a chef de puits or chef 
d’équipe who is a team leader working a shaft or pit on a site managed by a chef de chantier. The chef de 
chantier may be the landowner or may pay tribute to a chef de site. A typical team will have 6 to 10 
members (Jaillon and de Brier 2019), which is slightly larger than the average diamond mining team. 

Child labor is a reality in both diamond and gold mining, with children under the age of 15 present at more 
than three-quarters of sites (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 19). However, the presence of children is more 
pronounced in gold sites, with 85% of gold sites surveyed by IPIS reporting children whereas only 44% of 
diamond sites (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 28). In total, the IPIS study estimated that 11% of the labor force 
were children under the age of 15. The UNDP-UNICEF study estimated that there were 52,600 children 
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working in mining in CAR (20% of labor force), but only 13,800 children (5% of labor force) under the age 
of 14 (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 11). When present in the mines, most children are involved in 
washing or transporting minerals, but children working underground was reported at 3% of sites (Jaillon 
and de Brier 2019, 29). 

Mercury is not yet widely used in ASM gold mining, reported at less than 1% of sites in two recent studies 
(Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 75; Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 11). However, mercury is used by 
Chinese small-scale operations with semi-mechanized artisanal permits (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 75). A 
2020 government investigation found that one operator near Bozoum had polluted the Ouham river to 
dangerous levels (Amnesty International 2020). Given links to Cameroon and Chad where mercury is 
widely used, there is fear that mercury use will increase in the coming years. 

Regarding occupational safety, gold mining reports more fatal accidents compared to diamond mining 
mainly due to tunnel collapses. The IPIS study reported 87 unconfirmed deaths at 42 sites in 2018-2019  
and several media reports from previous years reported 37 deaths in 2013 and 25 in 2014 (Pennes, Moloto, 
and Betabelet 2018, 99). Workplace accidents and water-borne illnesses are also common.  
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Key Minerals 

ASM makes up 100% of CAR’s mineral output. The key minerals extracted are gold and 
diamonds. Diamond mining occurs in 10 of CAR’s 16 provinces which touch either the Carnot 
sandstone formation (in the West) or the Mouka-Ouadda sandstone formation (in the East). 
Gold mining occurs in 14 of 16 provinces, including some overlaps with diamondiferous 
areas. Several “greenstone belts” host primary deposits and other areas are primarily 
alluvial. While some recent small-scale operations in gold are increasingly mechanized, 
including the use of dredges and excavators, the vast majority of the minerals are extracted 
with little to no mechanization. Undeveloped mineral resources of the country include iron 
ore and uranium.   

DIAMONDS 

Between 1961 and 2011, CAR exported on average 400,000 carats of diamonds each year (GoCAR 2020, 
13), which makes the country one of the most important artisanal diamond producers worldwide. Indeed, 
while this volume is far less than countries like the DRC, the majority of CAR’s stones are gem quality, with 
an average per carat price of around $227 compared to DRC’s $16 according to Kimberley Process 
statistics in 2019 (Kimberley Process Statistics 2019). In this sense CAR is comparable to Sierra Leone in 
volume and quality, except that unlike West Africa all of CAR’s known diamond deposits are alluvial, which 
are generally not profitable for industrial operations. While several small and medium scale operations 
have existed over the years, they are dwarfed by the production by artisanal miners.  

CAR’s diamond zones are located in two areas: the southwestern part of the country around the Carnot 
sandstone deposit and the eastern part of the country around the Mouka-Ouadda sandstone. Major mining 
trading towns in the southwest are Carnot, Berberati, Nola and Boda; in the East key towns are Bria, 
Bangassou, Ndele and Sam-Ouandja. By volume, CAR’s southwest produces more stones but the deposits 
in the east are known to produce larger and higher quality gems. A U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) analysis 
estimated in 2010 that there are 39 million carats remaining, or around two-thirds of total known deposits 
(Chirico et al. 2010, 19)  
 
Since authorizing the first buying house in 1961, CAR’s diamond supply chain has been organized around 
exporter-aggregators who pre-finance intermediate buyers called collecteurs who then pre-finance 
artisanal miners (chefs de chantiers) who pre-finance diggers (creuseurs). At any given time, there are 
around a dozen of these buying houses, but generally the largest 2 or 3 account for 90% of exports. This 
model of powerful exporters has helped the government capture the majority of production in the legal 
chain of custody, though smuggling has always existed in parallel. 

In 2013 CAR was suspended from the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme, which along with the direct 
effects of violence and armed groups in diamond mining areas, led to a crisis in the supply chain. Before 
the ban was declared in May 2013, CAR’s 2012 export of rough diamonds was 374,697 carats, valued at 
USD 63.77 million (Kimberley Process Statistics 2012). This figure represented more than the half of CAR's 
total exportsiii and almost 30%iv of fiscal revenues. The country was then ranked 21st among the world’s 
leading exporters of rough diamonds by volume, and 22nd among the world’s leading exporters of rough 
diamonds by value (Kimberley Process Statistics 2012).  

https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/static/pdfs/public_statistics/2019/2019GlobalSummary.pdf
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/static/pdfs/public_statistics/2019/2019GlobalSummary.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/alluvial-diamond-resource-potential-and-production-capacity-assessment-of-the-central-african-republic
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
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Despite the KP authorizing a partial lifting in the southwestern part of the country in 2016, the formal supply 
chain has not yet recovered, and over 90% of estimated production is smuggled to neighboring Cameroon 
or via the Bangui airport (DeJong et al. 2019, 4; Chirico and Bergstresser 2019). National exports are far 
below pre-ban levels, with only 13,572 carats of new production exported in 2018 and 26,234 carats in 
2019 (Kimberley Process Statistics 2018, 2019). Meanwhile CAR remains the only country in the world with 
active “conflict diamonds” as defined by the Kimberley Process. The decline has also been exacerbated 
by the COVID-19 pandemic (Pennes and DeJong 2020) and the movement of labor and capital to the 
booming ASM gold sector. 

GOLD 

ASM gold is not a new phenomenon in CAR where up to a ton of gold was produced by colonial-era 
companies and since 1960 annual production has  averaged roughly 60,000 kg. Reported annual national 
production reached an all-time high of 241,000 kg in 1990 and a record low of 7,000 kg in 2004.v  However, 
the current gold boom is a recent trend. Unlike diamond miners, many of whom have mined for 
generations, more than half of today’s gold miners started after 2014 (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018). 
The shift is due to both push and pull factors, including the crisis in the diamond sector starting in 2013, 
the lack of trade restrictions in gold, technology and skill transfer from neighboring countries (like 
Cameroon and Chad), and the soaring international price of gold. 

The current boom is reflected in legal exports which have more than doubled in the past 5 years to more 
than 350 kilos (GoCAR 2020, 11), though like the diamond sector, these exports reflect around 10% of 
actual estimated production of 2 to 5 tons per year (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 34; Jaillon and 
de Brier 2019, 47). While production is small compared to other gold producing countries, the effects of 
the boom have been significant. In 2019, GoCAR’s mineral tax revenues from gold surpassed those of 
diamonds for the first time, and CAR’s identity as a diamond producer is starting to shift as gold exports 
pick up. 

Gold mining generally occurs in areas distinct from diamond mining in the center and northwestern parts 
of the country.vi Regional hubs include Bambari, Alindao, Yaloke, Bossangoa, Bozoum, Abba and Baboua. 
Some major sites are in locations that have either been mined semi-industrially in the past (such as Willy 
and Moboma) or have been the subject of industrial research, such as Ndassima which was part of the 
Axmin/Aurafrique concession. These large sites usually contain quartz veins or other hard-rock deposits. 

Alluvial mining of gold is also widespread. Some artisanal miners are increasingly mining the tailings of 
new Chinese operators such as those near Bozoum and Nola. These operators are bringing new 
technologies such as high-throughput dredges and mercury. There are also increasingly diamond miners 
who are recovering gold at the same time as they are recovering diamonds. The Jaillon and de Brier 2019 
study found that a fifth of the 322 sites inventoried had both gold and diamond mining simultaneously. 
This is due to some overlap between gold and diamond deposits as well as the rising price of gold which 
incentivizes its recovery.   

CAR’s ASM gold sector has increasingly come under scrutiny for its negative environmental impacts 
(Amnesty International 2020) but especially for its links to armed groups. As gold mining increases, a 
number of groups have increased their involvement, moving from roadblocks and taxation related to site 
access (DeJong et al. 2019) to direct involvement in the control of mine sites and the trade in illicit minerals 
(Sentry 2018, Dukhan 2020, United Nations 2020). With this increased attention, CAR’s ASM gold sector 
will be less and less “under the radar” as it affects local and regional security dynamics.  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333223352_Diamond_Mining_and_Conflict_in_the_Central_African_Republic
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333223352_Diamond_Mining_and_Conflict_in_the_Central_African_Republic
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org/public_statistics
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR1920312020ENGLISH.PDF
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FearInc_TheSentry_Nov2018-web.pdf
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/StateofPrey-TheSentry-Oct2020.pdf
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/S/2020/662
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Sources: GoCAR 2020; Jaillon and de Brier 2019 ; Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018; Chirico and Bergstresser 2019  

The country’s current legal trade is dominated by several registered refineries who operate like 
aggregating buying houses. Mining cooperatives are also increasingly important actors though the major 
players are generally controlled by local elites or foreign companies rather than artisanal miners  (Ndongo 
and DeJong 2019 ; GoCAR 2020; USAID 2020b). Most legal gold is exported to Dubai and Europe (GoCAR 
2020), whereas most illegal gold is believed to transit through Cameroon and Chad (Jaillon and de Brier 
2019) 

Table 1. Key Minerals summary 

Mineral Geography/ region # Miners Production 
Estimate 
(2018/2019) 

Exports Tax revenue 

Gold  Mambéré-Kadéi, Lobaye, 
Sangha-Mbaere, Bamingui 
Bangoran, Haute Kotto, 
Mbomou, Basse Kotto, 
Ouham, Ouham-Pendé, 
Ombella Mpoko, Ouaka, 
Nana Mambere, Vakaga 150,000-

300,000 

2 to 5 tons 2010 exports: 56 kg 

 

2019 exports: 358 
kg 

$450,000 (2019) 

Diamond Mambéré-Kadéi, Lobaye, 
Sangha-Mbaere, Bamingui 
Bangoran, Haute Kotto, 
Mbomou, Basse Kotto, 
Ouham-Pendé, Ouaka, 
Nana Mambere 

330,000 carats  Average (1961-2011): 
400,000 carats per 
year 

 

2019 exports: 
25,281 carats 

$380,000 (2019) 

 

  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333223352_Diamond_Mining_and_Conflict_in_the_Central_African_Republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://www.land-links.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/USAID-AMPR-Summary-of-Gold-Sector-Findings_clean_FINAL.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
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Development & Economic Indicators 

The local and national economy of CAR benefits from the mining sector. Export earnings 
from mining have historically been as high as 40% — second only to the timber sector—and 
despite a recent drop-off in taxes, the sector is important for tax earnings for the Mining 
Ministry. Given its local economic linkages and lack of alternatives, mining has an even 
larger impact on local economies, contributing around  USD 55 million directly and USD 80 
million indirectly to the rural economy each year (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 10). 
ASM makes important contributions to achieving the SDGs, including poverty reduction, 
employment and partnerships revitalization. However, major challenges include its links to 
armed groups and insecurity, plus its negative effects on the environment, health and 
education of children. Reform efforts underway can help minimize these challenges. 

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT & ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

CAR is a large landlocked country that like its neighbor to the south, the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC), is endowed with rich natural resources but has also suffered from years of conflict, poor governance 
and widespread poverty. 

Subsistence agriculture, along with forestry and mining, remains the backbone of the CAR economy with 
about 60% of the population living in outlying areas. The agricultural sector generates a third of estimated 
Growth Domestic Product (GDP)  while export earnings from mining have historically been as high as 40% 
(World Bank 2008) to 60% (UNDP 2016). Since 2015, the country’s economic growth has outpaced the 
CEMAC (Central African Economic and Monetary Community) average, reaching a peak of 4.8% in 2016. 
However, it has slowed to 3.7% in 2018 and 2.9% in 2019 as renewed insecurity inhibited economic activity 
by disrupting agricultural, forestry and mining production, and delaying investment projects. The country’s 
GDP remains low at $2.22 billion. 

CAR is ranked 188 out of 189 in the Human Development Index (UNDP 2019) and remains one of the 
poorest countries in the world, grappling with numerous human capital challenges. Less than the half of 
the population have completed primary school by 2016 and only 37% of the population aged 15 and over 
is literate.vii Women account for 53.7% of the labor force, their illiteracy rate is higher than that of men, and 
80% of women ages 15–49 have not had access to education (AFDB 2020). Life expectancy is less than 
53 years and nearly two thirds of the population live on less than $1.90 per day.viii  

The effects of the most recent cycle of violence unleashed in 2013 have lingered. As of May 2020, the UN 
estimated that 2.6 million of CAR’s population of 4.9 million required humanitarian assistance, and 2.4 
million faced severe levels of food insecurity (USAID 2020a, 2). There remains 684,000 internally 
displaced persons in CAR and 620,000 Central African refugees in neighboring countries (USAID 2020a, 
2).  As a proportion of the national population, these numbers are severe, and show how even though CAR 
may not be a major mineral producer, its ASM sector is a lifeline to tens of thousands of people. 

  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/assessment-of-the-central-african-republic-mining-sector
https://www.africa.undp.org/content/rba/en/home/blog/2016/7/Central-African-Republic-Boosting-the-potential-of-artisanal-diamond-mining.html
http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/2019-human-development-index-ranking
https://www.afdb.org/en/documents/african-economic-outlook-2020
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/Central_African_Republic_Complex_Emergency_Fact_Sheet_3_-_07-15-2020.pdf
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/Central_African_Republic_Complex_Emergency_Fact_Sheet_3_-_07-15-2020.pdf
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ASM LINKAGES TO DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS 

The links between ASM and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are evident in CAR. The impact of 
ASM on SDGs is mixed as it is both positive and negative. Data and information exist to demonstrate the 
sector's contribution to the achievement of multiple SDGs including poverty reduction and employment. 
Major challenges include the sector’s contribution to armed groups and associated violence, and its 
adverse impact on the environment, health and education of children. 

The table below shows examples of linkages between ASM and SDGs in CAR. Table 2: ASM linkages to 
Sustainable Development Goals 

End poverty in all its 
forms everywhere 

o An estimated 5% of the population are miners and around a quarter of the population indirectly 
benefits from mining income and peripheral activities (Jaillon and de Brier 2019; Pennes, 
Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 42).ix 

o ASM provides a source of funds for investment in commercial activities, especially by women 
miners (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018). 

o Despite being an important activity, 52% of diggers remain below the poverty line (Pennes, 
Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 10). Exploitative pre-financing and pricing practices as well as a 
supply chain that favors intermediaries are factors that keep actual miner earnings low. A 
typical digger will earn less than 1% of the final retail value of a diamond, for example (Pennes, 
Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 112). 

End hunger, achieve 
food security and 
improved nutrition and 
promote sustainable 
agriculture 

o ASM and agriculture are both important livelihood strategies in CAR. When the mining sector 
is booming, it provides the most important source of revenue for a majority of miners, but when 
the sector goes bust, agriculture becomes the most important source of income (Ndongo and 
DeJong 2019).   

o The pre-financing system through the provision of food and food rations of USD 1-2 per day to 
miners helps avert food insecurity and spurs local food production (Ndongo and DeJong 2019; 
Jaillon and de Brier 2019). 

o Mining booms can draw labor away from agriculture and towards mining which can negatively 
affect local agricultural production. 

o Rehabilitation of diamond mines into fishponds has been a proven strategy to increase protein 
in mining communities (DeJong 2012). 

Ensure healthy lives 
and promote well-
being for all at all ages 

o Artisanal mining in CAR provides income needed to pay for healthcare, with women miners 
more likely to spend earnings on healthcare for family (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018) 

o Pre-financing system in CAR often functions as a safety net as emergency health expenses are 
covered by financial backers. A survey of diamond miners in CAR found that a quarter received 
health coverage from their backers (DeJong and Ndongo 2019). 

o Mining is subject to numerous health and safety risks including water-borne illnesses, 
accidents, death from tunnel collapses and mercury pollution in riverways. 

o Riverways are negatively affected by artisanal mining through damming, diversion and 
deforestation. In many cases, annual flooding can restore flow after several years, but often 
water is left in old pits posing a health and safety hazard.  

o Mining can lead to deforestation, an increase in bushmeat hunting near miner camps and 
incursions into protected areas such as the Dzangha-Sangha National Park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ensure availability and 
sustainable 
management of water 
and sanitation for all 

Protect, restore and 
promote sustainable 
use of terrestrial 
ecosystems, 
sustainably manage 
forests, combat 
desertification, and halt 
and reverse land 
degradation and halt 
biodiversity loss 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/environmental-rehabilitation-and-artisanal-diamond-mining-a-case-study-of-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
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Obtaining Quality 
Education is the 
foundation to improve 
people’s lives and 
Sustainable 
Development 

o Miners use income to pay for their family’s educational expenses (International Crisis Group 
2010). 

o The presence of children at 85% of gold sites and 44% of diamond sites is negative (Jaillon 
and de Brier 2019, 28). These children are missing the opportunity to obtain a quality 
education. 

Achieve gender 
equality and empower 
all women and girls 

o Women are increasingly involved in ASM in CAR, especially in the gold sector. Overall, up to a 
third of the labor force are women (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 18). 

o Gender norms impact women’s access to mineral rights. Only 5% of claim-owners (chefs de 
chantier) are women (DeJong and Ndongo 2019, 17); Jaillon and de Brier 2019), underscoring 
how unequal access to land affects women’s mining opportunities. Women are also less 
accepted in diamond mining compared to gold mining. 

o Women earn less than men in CAR’s ASM sector (Jaillon and de Brier 2019). 

Promote sustained, 
inclusive and 
sustainable economic 
growth, full and 
productive employment 
and decent work for all 

o ASM provides employment opportunities for 150,000 to 300,000 people in CAR, or around 5% 
of the national population (Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 16; Pennes, Moloo, and Betabelet 2018). 

o CAR’s political and geographical realities make industrial mining impractical. The country’s 
ASM sector is therefore key to unlocking a significant portion of national wealth. Supporting 
the emergence of a vibrant small-scale sector can leverage that wealth further. 

o ASM generates significant resources for the local and national economies, representing the 
second most important source of export earnings and injecting millions of dollars into rural 
areas each year (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018). 

o However, smuggling and corruption greatly hinder the sector’s potential through siphoning 
wealth, depressing prices and exacerbating poor governance.  

o The sector’s contribution to national income and the national budget is negligible at less than 
5% (Pennes, Moloto, and Betabelet 2018, 22, 25). 

Build resilient 
infrastructure, promote 
inclusive and 
sustainable 
industrialization and 
foster innovation 

o ASM in CAR currently does not contribute much by way of infrastructure or industrialization, 
despite attempts to set up national production of jewelry. 

o ASM in CAR generally plays a negative role on the climate insofar as it increases deforestation 
in the country’s southwestern forested mining regions.   

Climate change is a 
global challenge that 
affects everyone, 
everywhere. 

Revitalize the global 
partnership for 
sustainable 
development. 

o CAR’s ASM sector has attracted interest and investment by international partners including the 
World Bank, USAID and the European Union who have helped raise awareness of the 
importance of ASM for CAR’s economy. 

o The Kimberley Process has also created a platform to engage with CAR and its partners on the 
challenges facing the sector, notably its links to armed conflict. Civil society and the diamond 
industry have also been active in that engagement. 

 

  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
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https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/diagnostic-de-lexploitation-mini%C3%A8re-et-perspectives-de-d%C3%A9veloppement-socio-%C3%A9conomique-en-rca-%C3%A0-la-lumi%C3%A8re-de-la-vision-du-r%C3%A9gime-minier-en-afrique
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Mineral Governance Framework and ASM Formalization 

CAR’s governance framework for ASM is often out of sync with realities on the ground, with 
key portions of the mining law rarely applied in practice, such as the issuance of artisanal 
mining licenses and designating artisanal mining zones (ZEA). Formalization efforts focus 
on punitive measures meted by the mining police (USAF) and awareness-raising around 
professional licenses (patentes) for miners and traders. Historically the government has 
relied upon powerful exporters to draw diamonds into the legal chain of custody. Today 
they are trying to replicate this model in gold through the category of refiners (fonderie), 
while also adapting to a more varied landscape of actors including mining cooperatives and 
semi-industrial operators. 

MINING STRATIFICATION 

The 2009 mining code has different categories of ASM licenses. The first is the Artisanal Mining 
Authorization, Autorisation d’Exploitation Artisanale (AEA), valid for 2 years and a maximum surface area 
of 250m by 250m. There are no explicit restrictions on depth or types of equipment allowed, but the code 
defines this type of mining as having “little” mechanization. In practice artisanal miners rarely apply for 
AEAs but instead are considered formal when they pay their annual business tax (patente) which gives 
them the right to have an artisanal miner card, 5 worker cards and a production notebook. Each year 
between 1,000 and 3,000 miners register in this way, though the locations of their mines are not recorded 
by the government. 

The second is the Semi-mechanized mining permit, Permis d’Exploitation Artisanale Semi-mécanisée 
(PEASM), valid for 3 years and with a surface area of up to 1 square kilometer. The PEASM has become 
increasingly popular for mining cooperatives with foreign partners or small-scale mining companies 
operating in CAR. Unlike industrial permits, PEASM do not require review by the National Assembly. The 
mining code defines semi-mechanized artisanal mining as having “some” mechanization but is not explicit 
on how much. 

Article 64 of the mining code calls for establishing Zones d’Exploitation Artisanale (ZEA) but does not 
require ASM to occur inside of a ZEA. In practice ZEAs have never been designated by CAR authorities.  

Mining cooperatives are defined in Articles 178 and 179 as a group of at least 10 artisanal miners who have 
a valid professional license (patente). Mining cooperatives have become increasingly attractive because 
they are allowed to export, unlike individual artisanal miners and traders, and because they are exempt 
from registration as a formal business (and hence exempt from certain taxes). There are an estimated 500 
cooperatives registered in CAR, but many are suspected of being used illegally as vehicles by small-scale 
mining companies, foreign investors, traders and political elite (DeJong et al. 2019). 

The 2009 Mining Code also defines other supply chain actors. Buying houses (bureaux d’achat) are 
exporter-aggregators who must invest over $1 million in security deposits, construction and fees before 
beginning operations (Article 154). Buying houses must open at least five regional offices outside the 
capital Bangui and designate official buyers. Independent brokers called collecteurs must also invest 
around $100,000 (Article 150) to operate. Collectors cannot export or sell to other collectors. In the gold 

http://www.droit-afrique.com/images/textes/RCA/RCA%20-%20Code%20minier%202009.pdf
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
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sector, the code also defines smelters (fonderie) in Article 175. Because investments are considerably less 
than buying houses, many gold exporters register as smelters instead of buying houses. 

Table 3. Mining License stratification 

Mining License Description Initial Capital 
Investment 

Period Geographic Coverage 

Reconnaissance License 

(Autorisation de 
reconnaissance) 

 

For exploration purposes.  
It is prerequisite for the 
granting of exploration 
license. 
 

Not specified 6 months maximum, 
renewable once. 

5,000 km²   

Exploration license 
(Permis de recherche) 
 

For exploration purposes. 
Especially for industrial 
operations applicants. 
 

A minimum of 10 
million FCFA  

3 years maximum, 
renewable twice for 3 
years 

500 km². With possibility 
to hold up to 5 licenses. 

Prospecting license 
(Autorisation de 
prospection) 
 

For exploration purposes. 
Especially for artisanal 
mining applicants.  
 

Not specified 1 year, renewable once. Not specified 

Industrial mining license 
(Permis d’exploitation 
industrielle) 

For large-scale mining 
operations  

 

Not specified 25 years maximum, 
renewable several times 
for 5 years 

Depends on the deposits 
including satellites 
deposits. 

Semi-mechanized 
mining license 
(Permis d’exploitation 
artisanale semi 
mechanisée) 

For semi-mechanized 
operations. 

Not specified 3 years, renewable 
several times for 3 years 

1 km2 maximum. 
 

Artisanal mining license 
(Autorisation 
d’Exploitation 
Artisanalae) 

For artisanal mining 
operations granted 
during or at the end of 
the exploration period. 
May be individual or 
cooperatives.  

Not specified 2 years, renewable 
several times for 2 year 

250 m2 (square) or 
62,500m2 (rectangular) 

Dumps, slag heaps and 
quarry tailings operating 
license  
(Permis d'exploitation 
des haldes et terrils et 
des résidus 
d'exploitation de 
carrières)  

 

For mining of the masses 
constituted by the halds 
and tenils and by the 
residues of mining 
exploitation. 

Individual who seek this 
permit shouldn’t be a 
holder of an operating 
permit of the designed 
location. 

Not specified 3 years, renewable 
several times for 3 years 

1 km2 maximum. 

 

Quarry license 
(Autorisation 
d’Exploitation des 
carrières) 

For for Quarry 
Operations. 
May be permanent or 
temporary.  

Not specified - Permanent: 5 years, 
renewable for 3 years in 
the same conditions as 
mining titles.  

- Temporary: maximum 1 
year nonrenewable.  

Not specified. It depends 
on whether it is a 
permanent or temporary 
license. 

       Source: 2009 CAR Mining Code  

https://mines.gouv.cf/sites/default/files/2019-03/SECTEUR%20MINIER%20-%20LOI%20N%C2%B009.005%20DU%2028%20AVRIL%202009%20PORTANT%20CODE%20MINIER.pdf
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MINING FORMALIZATION REGULATIONS (ASM FOCUS)  

There is a gap between the mining code in theory and how it is applied in practice when it comes to the 
formalization of artisanal mining operations. For example, while the mining code technically requires AEA 
or PEASM for all manual or mechanized mining, most artisanal miners are considered legal when they pay 
their professional license (patente). In practice, the actual mines these legal miners work in are not licensed 
or registered, for the most part. Similarly, the mining code foresees ASM zones (ZEA), but these have never 
been established in practice, and while registered miners receive production notebooks, there is no 
reliable production data recorded by most miners.  

However, when judged against how the mining code is applied in practice rather than in theory, CAR’s 
diamond sector had been relatively formalized prior to the 2013 crisis. The majority of diamond production 
made its way into the legal chain of custody either through an intermediate seller (collecteur) or at the level 
of a buying house and their regional offices (bureau d’achat). Most of these sales were recorded with sales 
slips (bordereaux d’achat) which creates a paper trail for most production. This system was successful 
insofar as it enabled legitimate production to find a pathway to market and for the government to raise tax 
revenue. A big reason for the success was the power of the buying houses who used their financing and 
trade relationships to draw in production. 

Since the 2013 crisis, however, the diamond sector has been increasingly informal. Miners do not have the 
capital to pay their licenses as financing has dried up. Buying houses have proliferated but do not have 
the capital or clout they once had and are competing with increasingly entrenched smuggling networks. 
The Kimberley Process Operational Framework for CAR adopted in 2016, which divides the country into 
“compliant” and “non-compliant” zones, is difficult to apply in practice. Moreover, the monitoring by the 
Kimberley Process holds CAR to the standard of its mining law rather than to how it was actually applied 
in practice prior to 2013. This has pushed the sector into increased informality. 

The gold sector for its part is evolving rapidly and not always in coherence with the 2009 Mining Code, 
which was written at a time when gold production was mostly off the radar. The increased use of mining 
cooperatives and smelters by exporters are examples of how legal categories are coopted to create a 
viable pathway to market. For example, a typical gold exporter will register as a cooperative or as a refiner 
instead of a buying house, which is technically incorrect, but which nonetheless creates a formal pathway. 
These “workarounds” appear to be contributing to a new legal chain of custody in gold as formal exports 
continue to rise year upon year.  

A key challenge for CAR’s formalization efforts is therefore to bring mining laws and regulations in closer 
harmony with existing practices. This can be done by reducing the barriers to entry for legal categories 
like buying houses, but also recognizing informal actors. For example, legions of small brokers called 
débrouillards and coxeurs are not recognized by the law and yet play a vital role in the supply chain. 
Harmonizing the functional categories of actors with the theoretical categories is therefore fundamental. 

Formalization in practice also for the most part does not deal with how to support miners technically but 
instead focuses on repression, which creates disincentives and distrust. For example, there are 10 times 
more mining police personnel than civil mining officials in a typical mining zone (DeJong and Ndongo 
2019). Racketeering, harassment and sometimes physical abuse of miners by the police are frequent 
complaints by miners (De Jong et al. 2019, 42). Even though the 2012 Mining Policy places a priority on 
supporting miners, in practice the “real” policy appears to be focused on policing them. Bringing these 
policy documents into harmony with field realities is therefore another priority for formalizing ASM. 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/enqu%C3%AAte-de-r%C3%A9f%C3%A9rence-sur-les-connaissances-attitudes-et-pratiques-cap-des-artisans-miniers-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
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GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES & KEY TOPIC AREAS 

GoCAR is currently engaged in a new cycle of reform.  A national action plan to strengthen the diamond 
chain of custody has recently been adopted and a review of the mining code and mining policy is 
underway. A new regulation was also passed in 2020 which strengthens the national Kimberley Process 
secretariat (SPPK). 

While the updating of these laws, regulations and policies are a government priority in and of themselves, 
a key objective is to have international trade restrictions entirely removed, including the partial ban on 
CAR diamonds by the Kimberley Process and UN sanctions targeting supply chain actors. Much effort and 
resources have been spent since 2016, including many with donor support, to move towards more 
“compliant zones” and end the trade restrictions, which are seen as hampering tax revenue. 

The government’s existing 2012 Mining Policy summarizes the national objective of improving ASM 
techniques while also developing geological research and industrial mining. The stated aim is to improve 
the country’s balance of payments, increase tax revenue, develop infrastructure and promote local value-
addition. With respect to ASM, the policy seeks to involve artisanal miners and cooperatives in fighting 
fraud and improving environmental management. Diversification of miners’ economic activities is also an 
objective.  

The 2020 national action plan for strengthening the diamond supply chain covers a number of action 
areas, including incentivizing formalization, strengthening the cooperative system and improving the law 
enforcement framework to combat fraud and smuggling. The national cooperative union, Union Nationale 
des Coopératives Minières de Centrafrique (UNCMCA), underwent a new general assembly in August 
2020. A recent workshop on the gold sector also called for increased adoption of responsible sourcing 
standards (RESOLVE and Tetra Tech 2020). The CAR government also organized an investor conference 
called SEMICA in April 2020 aimed at shoring up international investment. 

Through these actions the government aims at reforming and revitalizing the sector in order to get 
international sanctions lifted, maximize tax revenue and promote development.   

GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS 

The Ministry of Mines and Geology (MMG) has regulatory authority over the ASM sector. The MMG issues 
licenses, manages the supply chain and sets policy priorities. The mining administration (Direction 
Générale des Mines et de la Géologie – DGMG) provides day-to-day oversight and implementation of 
mining regulations. The DGMG is composed of three directorates:  

(1) Directorate of research and the mining cadaster (Direction de la Recherche et du Cadastre minier); 

(2) Directorate of artisanal and industrial mining techniques and environmental protection (Direction 
des Techniques industrielles et de l’Exploitation Artisanale et de Protection de l’Environnement); 

(3) Directorate of data, regulation and trade monitoring (Direction des données, de la Régulation et 
du Suivi de la Commercialisation – DDRSC).  

The national gold and diamond office (Bureau d’Évaluation et de Contrôle de Diamant et d’Or – 
BECDOR) is under the control of the DDRSC but is functionally distinct. Established in 1982, BECDOR plays 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/market-readiness-assessment-opportunities-for-responsible-trade-for-the-central-african-republic-gold-sector
https://www.mines.gouv.cf/
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a key role in managing internal and external trade through processing licenses, managing data, organizing 
exports and collecting export taxes and fees. 

Outside of Bangui, the mining administration is subdivided into regional directors (Directeurs régionaux - 
DR) at the level of the province (préfecture) and sub-directors (Chef de service) at the level of districts 
(sous-préfecture). The DR and chefs de service are often the only technical officers in mining zones. There 
are no officers dedicated to organizing ASM or providing technical extension services. Because resources 
are stretched thin, the DR and chef de service typically focus on licensing and trade monitoring in 
collaboration with the mining police. 

The mining police (Unité spéciale anti-fraude – USAF) is composed of detached elements from the 
national police and gendarmerie. USAF’s mandate per the mining code is to investigate and enforce 
mining code violations. The unit generally has up to 10 times more personnel deployed in the field than 
the mining administration, though they usually lack means and are often reliant on buyers to fund their 
activities, creating a conflict of interest. They are also mistrusted by artisanal miners as they are viewed as 
corrupt and abusive (DeJong et al. 2019). The government aims at bringing USAF under direct MMG control 
in order to increase accountability and control. 

Finally, the Kimberley Process secretariat (Secrétariat permanent du Processus de Kimberley – SPPK) is 
the entity in charge of issuing Kimberley Process certificates and applying the KPCS in CAR. The SPPK 
was reformed in 2020 to include a more robust field presence, including regional officers (Chefs 
d’antenne) based in mining areas. The SPPK also liaises with the KP internationally.  

Two other entities are also key to the Kimberley Process Operational Framework, the special measures 
for CAR instituted in 2016. These are the national monitoring committee (Comité national de suivi - CNS) 
and local monitoring committees (Comités locaux de suivi – CLS) established in each production zone 
(sous-préfecture). These committees are multi-stakeholder groups aimed at fostering communication and 
coordination on security and other incidents in diamond mining areas. 

ASM ASSOCIATIONS AND ALLIANCES 

CAR’s ASM sector lacks robust interest groups or associations. The closest equivalent to a national 
association of miners is the national cooperative union (Union Nationale de Coopératives Minières de 
Centrafrique - UNCMCA) founded in 2004 by the government (International Crisis Group 2010). In 2010, 
the Union represented some 150 officially registered cooperatives to the Ministry. However, in the past 
UNCMCA has been criticized as ineffectual, politicized and concerned with defending the interests of elites 
who misuse cooperatives as ways to operate illegally (DeJong et al. 2019). With the reform of the UNCMCA 
board in August 2020, there is hope that the UNCMA could play a role of a national interest group for 
artisanal and small-scale miners. 

The Association of Women in Mining in Central African Republic, Association des Femmes du Secteur 
Minier en Centrafrique, was created in 2018 and has a number of planned activities aimed at supporting 
women in mining (Jiekak 2019).  

There are no formal platforms for traders or other miners, nor NGOs focusing on the extractive industries, 
which is a key gap in CAR’s institutional landscape.  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/dangerous-little-stones-diamonds-in-the-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/rapport-diagnostic-sur-la-contrebande-des-diamants-en-r%C3%A9publique-centrafricaine
https://www.land-links.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/USAID-AMPR-Gender-Action-Plan.pdf
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Key Data Needs & Calls to Action 

While several recent studies have helped shed light on the sector and collect crucial 
baseline data, the constantly evolving situation needs constant monitoring. A national 
system for simplified site monitoring and data collection would help provide needed data. 
A lack of reliable trade and production data also makes it difficult to target smuggling and 
fraud interventions. Capacity-building and institutional reform is also urgently needed so 
that data from the field gets to decision-makers in time. 

The integrity of the supply chain of custody for gold and diamonds requires reliable data on trade and 
production made available for use in a timely manner. Because physical traceability like “bag and tag” is 
not practical for ASM gold and diamond sites in CAR due to the vast size of the country and the numerous 
intermediaries, combating fraud is difficult. In order to regain credibility with the Kimberley Process and 
other international stakeholders concerned about conflict and smuggling, CAR needs to improve its ability 
to collect and especially to analyze licensing and trade data on a regular basis in order to identify trouble 
spots and potential leakages between zones that are compliant and non-compliant with the KP’s special 
measures.  

Part of this is instituting a regular comprehensive site monitoring system in CAR such as the pilot carried 
out by IPIS in 2019 with USAID support of 322 sites. A national system to regularly track and collect key 
indicators on ASM hotspots will help the government update figures and track where potential issues are. 
Integrating remote sensing analysis into this effort such as those piloted by USGS could also help. Remote 
sensing monitoring of semi-industrial operators, including dredges, is also vital to avoid environmental 
tragedies such as the Ouham river pollution with mercury near Bozoum. 

There is also little information on the realities behind the country’s burgeoning cooperative sector. For 
example, it is not known how many cooperatives are “real” cooperatives composed of 10 or more artisanal 
miners, how many actually have mines and how many have relationships with foreign investors. An 
evaluation of all cooperatives could help the newly reformed national union UNCMCA to establish trust 
with its members and potential international partners. 

The gold sector remains a “new frontier” in CAR that requires further research to deepen understanding 
of supply chain relationships, the roles of women miners and current production techniques. Getting ahead 
of the mercury risk is also crucial as there is a narrow window of opportunity to avert widespread adoption 
of this dangerous substance. It is also important to fully understand the motivations and origins of the new 
smelters being established in Bangui given risks of illicit financing and money laundering.  

Finally, updated research from neighboring countries like Cameroon, Chad and Sudan can help 
understand regional dynamics such as smuggling and cross-border trade. In the case of Cameroon, in-
depth field information could also help inform policymakers and spark discussion on the possible opening 
of legal overland trade routes instead of centralizing everything in Bangui, as well as practical ways to 
improve cross-border coordination. 

 
 
 
 

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://delvedatabase.org/resources/impact-of-covid-19-in-artisanal-and-small-scale-mining-areas-in-the-central-african-republic
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Endnotes 
 
i World Bank and OECD National Accounts data files 
 
ii The stated $2.14 per day (1,250 CFA) was the reported average of responses to the question “How much do you estimate the 
average wage of a daily worker per day on the site?” The most frequent (mode) response was $1.71 per day (1,000 CFA). The 
study also estimated weekly income based on the value generated per worker per week, apply an estimated 40% share of the 
value generated being retained by the miner as weekly income (see Table 20, Jaillon and de Brier 2019, 49).  
 
iii WITS (The World Integrated Trade Solution). Central African Republic Trade Summary.  Accessed at 
https://wits.worldbank.org/CountryProfile/en/Country/CAF/Year/2017/Summary   

iv Total Tax revenue of GOCAR was evaluated at CFAF 110 billion which was equivalent to approximately USD 222 million ( 
1USD=495.97 CFAF in 2012) For more details on GoCAR revenue, see IMF Country Report 2012. Central African Republic. page 
26 Available at https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2012/cr12240.pdf  

v United States Geological Survey cited by CEICD. See at https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/central-african-republic/gold-
production  

vi For a map of the location and interalation between diamond and gold miing areas in CAR see page 12 of The Sentry 2018 
report “Fear, Inc.” at https://thesentry.org/reports/fear-inc/ 
 
vii See at http://uis.unesco.org/country/CF  

viii World Bank National Accounts data files 2018. Accessed on November 28, 2020 

ix Based on these studies, direct employment created by CAR’s ASM sector is likely between 150,000 and 300,000 people, or 
around 5% of the total population  

https://delvedatabase.org/resources/mapping-artisanal-mining-sites-in-the-western-central-african-republic
https://wits.worldbank.org/CountryProfile/en/Country/CAF/Year/2017/Summary
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2012/cr12240.pdf
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/central-african-republic/gold-production
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/central-african-republic/gold-production
https://thesentry.org/reports/fear-inc/
http://uis.unesco.org/country/CF
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